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Executive Summary 
According to recent surveys by Deloitte and McKinsey, over 90% of organizations            
recognize the need to become more agile, and up to 40% of organizations are already               
in the process of an agile transformation[1].Yet, in another study, only 12% of             
participants felt their entire organization is on the path to business agility[2]. The majority              
(58%) of respondents cited cultural or political barriers as primary challenges in            
becoming more agile to compete in today's marketplace and capitalize on market            
opportunities and thwart potential threats. 

Even after over fifteen years of agile thought leadership, consulting, and adoption            
efforts, these agile ways of working remain largely within delivery[3], while organizations            
struggle to expand and adopt them into the business. Despite the increasing importance             
for companies to stay competitive against digital disruptors, agile software development           
practices are still often stuck in a delivery box, remaining disconnected from the             
business. As a result, delivery can claim departmental success with agile ways of             
working to improve software development efficiency and speed but can still fall short of              
the true potential to enhance the organization overall. While delivery has been            
successful in adopting agile practices to “build things the right way”, in shorter cycles              
and in budget, they are still at risk of building the wrong things since they are often                 
disconnected from their customers or business stakeholders. Agile, as we know it, is             
suspended in mediocrity; it will not up to its true promise until it has been fully embraced                 
by the business. 

 

 

[1] "Agile Is Not Just Another Management Fad", Forbes, July 20, 2018 

[2]CA Technologies survey of 150 executives between March and June 2017, “The State of Business Agility,”                

2017)Gatepoint Research, “Business Agility Throughout the Enterprise Pulse Report,” May 2017,           
www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/ebook/the-state-of-business- agility-2017.pdf. 

[3]IT, Technology, R&D, GIS, software development and product delivery will call “delivery” 
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Why Business Agility Is Important? 

Companies are beginning recognizing the importance of extending this agile way of            
working beyond delivery and into the business to fend off the emergence of digital              
disruptor competitors: doing so is vital for any company to compete in today’s             
marketplace. By connecting agile ways of working between delivery and the business,            
your company can better understand its customers and quickly pivot on its product             
go-to-market strategy to serve their fast-changing needs. An agile business can sense            
market changes and quickly respond with competitive product offerings. As a result, it             
will compete more effectively because it can change direction on a dime to morph its               
product offerings and capitalize on market opportunities or thwart potential threats.           
Business agility, therefore, is the ability to sense and respond as a matter of everyday               
business. With the increasing numbers of digital disruptors, the ability of a company to              
sense market opportunities and threats and respond quickly with products that           
customers value is vital.  

Sense and respond has been one of the original selling points to adopting agile in the                
organization. Do we feel it has lived up to its full potential? Are companies that adopt                
agile ways of working really able to sense and respond and deliver customer value              
faster than the competition? Regrettably, the answer is often no. We strongly believe             
that agile has not yet achieved its fullest potential. That’s because agile ways of working               
are trapped inside delivery. Although this helps delivery to deploy products fast, the             
company is not aligned to support it. Without true agile inspection and adaption what              
customers want, companies push out products that have no go-to-market plan from the             
business. Agile, as we know it, is stifled in delivery and at great risk of falling short from                  
realizing its full, untapped potential to help organizations sense and respond to compete             
more effectively.  
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Why Is Business Agility Still Pervasive? 

 

Although a great deal of attention has been given to the idea of agile across the                
organization, or business agility, comparatively little insight has been offered to achieve            
this.  

Over the two years of we have interviewed almost 100 agile transformation consultants             
and had the same reaction. Many agile experts don’t want to touch the business              
conversation with a 10-foot pole. In my rough estimate, only 5% of these agile              
transformation experts were comfortable with the idea of having business conversations           
with executives in other departments outside of delivery. This observation explains why            
our agile industry has been struggling to earn the business buy-in for adopting an agile               
operating model, even though they had large-scale success within delivery.  
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One fundamental problem occurs when delivery executives and agile transformation          
consultants set out to convince the business to join their agile efforts but struggle to gain                
buy-in due to misconceptions. A typical approach from agile delivery focused           
consultancies has been about communicating success stories with “hope and          
enthusiasm”, rather than communicating how the business could benefit more. All this            
seems to miss the mark on business perspectives and interests.For example, these are             
conversations we had with various executives over the last year: 

“We have adopted agile practices for many years which has helped our productivity to build our products                 
effectively. However, even with this great success, the business will not engage with us.” 

 Linda, Head of Agile Transformation, Fortune 500 Telecom Company  

“We hope that business executives will become enlightened and embrace this effort perhaps with a               
corporate mandate to go agile.” 

 Mark, VP, Program Management, Fortune 50 Financial Services Company 

“If we show our enthusiasm and share more case studies how great agile is working, we hope this can                   
become attractive to the business.”  

Ron, PMO Director, Fortune 500 Life Insurance Company 

Without a real strategy for bringing everyone along for the necessary changes, many of              
today’s agile transformation experts simply show their enthusiasm and hope that there            
is some business executive in the organization that intuitively understands the value            
proposition and will actively endorse their agile journey. But hope and enthusiasm are             
not a strategy. Therefore, organizations need to adopt an actionable change           
management strategy and framework for any employee to use within their organization            
and is an alternative to just betting on hope and enthusiasm.  

Why do we talk so little about business change management strategies instead of             
dusting off the old ones that have worked in delivery? To start this journey, we must first                 
acknowledge that the business is different than delivery and, therefore, requires a            
business-oriented change management approach, with strategies as a framework, to          
adopt true full-scale business agility. This change management approach must answer           
the looming question that various business executives will be thinking, which is, "What’s             
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in it for me?" This white paper offers an overview of the four strategies that will                
accomplish this: 

● “Sound the Alarm” provokes a response through a statement that calls attention to a               
particular company problem the executives may have been missing. 

● “Look in the Mirror” collaborates with executives to reveal how the operating model              
is contributing to the company problem and educates that they will need to be a part of                 
the solution. 

● “Shine the Light” creates the vision for change by highlighting what it looks like to                
deliver customer value with a pilot that demonstrates success from a customer’s            
perspective. 

● “Agile Business Realization” establishes a reinforcement model to hold executives           
accountable to change and make it stick over the long run. 
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Sound the Alarm (Strategy 1) 
A sound the alarm strategy will get an executive’s attention by alerting him or her to an                 
imminent company problem and creates a sense of urgency to address it. This strategy              
is based on getting your executive’s attention by pointing out the ramifications of an              
emerging business problem: new competitors are winning over your customers and are            
poised to take the lead. Today, companies are competing on a whole new playing field.               
Customer demands are changing too fast for most companies to keep up. As the world               
becomes more digital, traditional companies are being disrupted and are rapidly losing            
market share to more agile competitors. Modern companies need to rethink how they             
will adjust in order to survive. In today’s competitive landscape, speed matters. If             
companies cannot respond quickly—with more agility—they will be left behind.  

When an executive does not have the awareness that the company is facing new tough               
challenges from competitive entry and increasing customer demands, it’s time to sound            
the alarm and create a sense of urgency to pay attention to this problem. The reality is                 
that your company’s executives are always busy, and, in some cases, they feel as              
though everything is going just fine. They may be thinking, “I’ve been successful thus              
far, so I must be doing things right. I am constantly getting requests from people               
wanting something. Why should I spend time dealing with yet another person asking me              
to do something when I already have too much work to do?”  

This Strategy Will: 

●     Understand how your company is dealing with company and competitive pressures.  

●     Research and identify the company problem and the ramifications of status.  

● Be clear on the various alarms going off, how the landscape is changing, and how                
the executives are impacted.   

● Craft an impact statement that alerts the executive to those things that are not okay                
and stimulate curiosity and a sense of urgency to address it.  

● Plant seeds to manage expectations that the next meeting will entail a collaborative              
conversation. 
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Sound the Alarm (Strategy 2) 
When the executive realizes there is a problem but hasn’t yet realized they are part of                
the problem, it’s time for them to look in the mirror. This is a critical conversation to bring                  
them to that realization while respecting their views.  

The mindset of the executives at this stage is awareness that the company is dealing               
with a problem of increased competition and customer pressures, but lack of knowledge             
that they are a part of the problem. Whether you have created executive awareness that               
this company problem exists by sounding the alarm, or they had that awareness             
already, you must now provide the knowledge that the operating model is a contributing              
cause to the company problem. What’s needed now is for the executives to understand              
how the current ways of operating are contributing to the company problem, and how              
they are important as a part of the solution. If they stay focused on their department silo                 
and don’t change perspective to a company view, they will never understand the             
ramifications of the company-inhibiting operating model. Their old ways of doing things            
are hurting the company in today’s digital age. So, it’s time for them to “look in the                 
mirror” and develop a clear understanding of how their behaviors have contributed to             
their dilemma as well as how they will be instrumental in creating the future.  

This “look-in-the-mirror” conversation is not a presentation about agile, but rather a            
collaborative discussion to create a solution to the agreed-upon company problem. This            
conversation is designed to solicit their input and encourage them to share their own              
views, thoughts, and opinions about how to solve the company problem. As a result, the               
executive will be reassured that their perspectives are respected, and they will have             
input on any changes that would be required, as opposed to having change imposed              
upon them.  

 

This Strategy Will: 

● Focus the conversation on the executive, not agile.   

●  Prime the pump to earn the right to ask questions.   

●  Create a collaborative conversation by asking how the executive does things.   

●  Create tension by addressing operating model constraints.  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● Get them to state their “ideal solution,” which enlists their participation as a part of the                 
solution.  

  

Shine the Light (Strategy 3) 
You can shine the light on a new way to make product decisions that will best deliver                 
customer value. Your task at this stage is to demonstrate how the executives can              
benefit from a new operating model to address the company problem. You will,             
therefore, need to take action as the first step toward this change by illuminating how               
each executive will benefit by improving the operating model to be solve the company              
problem.  

Use the shine-the-light strategy when an executive acknowledges, admits, and accepts           
that the company or departmental operating model needs to change in order to address              
the company problem. They are open to looking at alternative operating models to solve              
this company problem. Although executives at this stage may be open to change, they              
don’t necessarily know how. So that’s your job now. It’s now time you explore the               
answer they are seeking. Your shine-the-light conversation will show them a new            
improved operating model that will solve the company problem and benefit them as             
well. It’s time to shine the light on the solution, giving the executive the ability to                
implement a new improved operating model. When you shine the light, your action will              
create a tipping point for the company to take action.  

 

This Strategy Will: 

● Tactfully challenge the business to find better ways of solving the company problem,              
while introducing a customer-centered operating model.   

● Lead the executives in creating a vision of a new company process that includes the                
customer perspective.   

● Sell on the benefits of an agile business solution related to the goals of the                
executive.  

●  Create a coalition to create a shared vision of success.  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● Take action and conduct a live pilot demonstration to prove success and establish a               

tipping point toward change.    

 

Agile Business Realization (Strategy 4) 
Your successful pilot, during the shine-the-light stage, demonstrated an agile business           
in action, with a customer-centered operating model that delivers customer value           
quickly and enables the company to compete with agile digital disruptors. The            
executives have seen the light: they witnessed the ability to solve the company problem              
on a small scale by delivering customer value quickly. You reached a tipping point with               
this successful prototype and there is general optimism, with everyone seeing the            
benefits of an agile business, a customer-centered operating model, in action.  

Even when you have everyone agreeing on the merits of a customer-centered operating             
model from a successful pilot, which is to deliver faster and iterate toward delivery of               
customer value, there is still a challenge when you want to grow this company-wide on               
a larger scale and have the company achieve a sustainable business velocity in this.              
From your previous small pilot, the challenge now is how to earn larger executive              
commitment and establish a customer-centered operating model as the new standard in            
your organization. In order to capitalize on this tipping point and successfully create             
large-scale adoption in the organization, you will need to introduce a reinforcement            
model that achieves agile business realization.  

Agile business realization is not achieved by simply delivering products that the            
customer values. That is only the beginning. Now, you must go the next step in the                
cycle, beyond product delivery, and produce actual business results from the delivery.            
Realization is achieved when the customer uses the product, which accomplishes the            
company’s desired business results. Agile business realization implements the new          
customer-centered operating model on a large scale so that the organization can create             
and maintain sustainable business velocity and achieve measurable business results.          
To accomplish this final outcome, you will need a reinforcement strategy that holds             
executives accountable to each other to deliver customer value that leads to achieving             
business results, that is, agile business realization.  
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This Strategy Will: 

●  Agile business realization is about delivering the results of customer value   

● The reinforcement factors to achieve this are as follows:  

● Establish a new leadership coalition.   

● Deliver customer value at a reinforcement cadence that holds executives accountable            
to their peers. 

● Create a new organizational alignment to support this change.   

Importance of Alignment 
When you learn these four strategies, utilize the right one at the right time to align with                 
the way business executives think and make decisions (figure below). When you focus             
on conversations with the executive that stay aligned with their thinking, you can guide              
them through their decision process to effect change. By using the strategies as a              
guideline for your conversations, you will show them how they can benefit, thus             
motivating them to join your movement to change. 
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For more details and examples of business agility strategies we recommend John            
Orvos’ book Achieving Business Agility, which provides clear actions from a pragmatic,            
business-oriented perspective that is vital to effecting change and bringing business           
agility to life.  

 

 

John Orvos brings techniques from over 20 years’ experience as a business consultant,             
agile practice leader, and award-winning agile strategist. John has led transformations           
along- side hundreds of agile consultants dealing with adopting and scaling agile in             
Fortune 500 organizations. Over the past two years, John has been challenged by             

https://www.amazon.com/Achieving-Business-Agility-Strategies-Becoming/dp/1484238540/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1540321594&sr=8-1&keywords=john+orvos
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these customers to accomplish even more ambitious goals—an agile business— in           
order for them to better compete against digital disruptor competitors. John provides a             
fresh business-oriented perspective on how to enable an entire organization to achieve            
business agility.  

INCREMENTOR 

For the past 10 years we have worked with the coolest brands and most innovative               
companies world-wide. We instilled agile processes through a unique blend of training            
and coaching services that helped our customers to be more productive, successful and             
fun to work for. Simply put, our name is our mission: 

Enabling continuous business value (increment) through knowledge transfer and         
consulting (mentor) services.  

INCREMENTOR are trusted advisors that consult clients on enabling true, powerful           
agile processes. With offices in New York and Amsterdam, we serve clients            
internationally on a broad range of agile processes. In the past 3 years, Incrementor              
was listed on the Inc5000, which showcases the fastest growing private companies in             
America.  

 

Contact: 

www.incrementor.com 

jkrebs@incrementor.com 

914 689 6368 

agile is our business ®  
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